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Abstract In this article, we comprehensively review recent progress in the ReRAM cell technology for 3D

integration focusing on a material/device level. First we briefly mention pioneering work on high-density cross-

bar ReRAM arrays which paved the way to 3D integration. We discuss the two main proposed 3D integration

schemes—3D horizontally stacked ReRAM vs 3D Vertical ReRAM and their respective advantages and disad-

vantages. We follow with the detailed memory cell design on important work in both areas, utilizing either

filamentary or interface-limited switching mechanisms. We also discuss our own contributions on HfO2-based

filamentary 3D Vertical ReRAM as well as TaOx/TiO2 bilayer-based self-rectifying 3D Vertical ReRAM. Finally,

we summarize the present status and provide an outlook for the nearterm future.
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1 Introduction

What we are witnessing today in our constantly evolving digital universe can be described as a paradigm

shift where the traditional client-server model of the Internet is transforming. This new era can be

characterized by computing-intensive, datacenter-based applications processing vast amounts of data

collected through numerous interconnected devices. In other words, Big Data, collected from the Internet

of Things, are being processed and stored in the Cloud. According to recent projections, the amount of all

the digital data created, replicated, and consumed will double every two years until 2020, reaching 44.000

exabytes, or 44 trillion gigabytes (more than 5 terabytes for every man, woman, and child in 2020) [1].

Majority of the newly introduced user-endpoint devices in the Internet of Things are mobile, handheld

devices. These trends fuel the demand for a so called storage class memory—SCM [2]—a low-power,
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Figure 1 (Color online) (a) The minimum unit cell area of 4F 2 in a horizontal (2D) crossbar (cross-point) array (CBA).

(b) Sneak current issue in a 2× 2 2D CBA—selected (addressed) cell in HRS cannot be accessed because neighboring cells

in LRS provide alternative path for the sneak current flow.

high-density, fast, reliable, non-volatile and cost-effective memory technology [3] which can fill the gap

between a fast, but volatile, dynamic random access memory (DRAM), currently utilized as a working

memory and NAND flash, which is currently heavily adopted as a non-volatile solid-state storage memory.

A high-density SCM will require memory cells to be densely packed in a crossbar array (CBA) offering

many GBs if not TBs of solid-state storage [4]. This requirement imposes the scaling of the cells chip

area footprint down to 4F2, where F is the feature size (Figure 1(a)).

1.1 NAND flash

NAND flash, as a widely adopted solid-state memory technology, resembles SCM in many aspects due to

its relatively compact cell size of 5F2 which makes it suitable for high density memory and a relatively

simple structure composed of strings of floating gate transistors [5]. In spite of its slow writing speed

(µs–ms) and its seriously limited endurance (∼ 105 cycles), continuous development and numerous tech-

nological advances such as the introduction of multilevel cells (MLCs) [6] kept the technology competitive

and very successful for more than a decade. However, the most significant technological breakthrough

in the field of ultrahigh-density memories was the adoption of 3D (vertical) stacking, which allowed for

continuous memory density scaling by overcoming lateral (2D) scaling limitations which were approach-

ing physical limits. First announced by Toshiba in 2007 as Bit-Cost Scalable (BiCS) [7] and developed

since then [8, 9], 3D vertical NAND flash (V-NAND) is currently being commercialized by major flash

memory manufacturers to provide for increased memory densities, in spite of a necessary adoption of

some unprecedented process technologies, such as very-high aspect ratio etching and vertical thin-film

transistor (TFT) [5]. NAND flash and V-NAND in particular will remain a benchmark for the adoption

of any emerging memory technologies for the application as a high-density SCM.

1.2 Spin transfer torque magnetic RAM—STT-MRAM

STT-RAM, where a spin-polarized current is used to manipulate the magnetization state of a magnetic

tunnel junction (MTJ), can be directly integrated with CMOS, matching or outperforming Static RAM

(SRAM), DRAM or Flash in speed, power efficiency and endurance, but not in density [10]. Therefore,

STT-MRAM seems more suitable as a candidate for embedded memory applications [10] and for the

replacement of SRAM or DRAM in high performance logic chips [5]. There are ongoing research efforts

by companies like Samsung [11] and Toshiba [12] and in 2013 Everspin Technologies commercialized 64

Mb STT-MRAM modules.

1.3 Ferroelectric RAM—FeRAM

Ferroelectric memories (FeRAM and FeFET) represent binary values by reversible switching of two rem-

nant polarization states of ferroelectric thin films and have a long history on the niche memory market [13].
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Compared to other current-driven NVMs, the low power consumption of the field-driven memory oper-

ation of FeRAM remains unchallenged. Recent findings of the feasible ferroelectricity in HfO2-based

thin films [14] offering high-speed switching with excellent retention but yet unsatisfactory endurance

opened up new perspectives for CMOS-compatible manufacturability of these future ferroelectric mem-

ories. However, due to their current 1T and 1T1C designs (employing transistor for every cell), their

target application seems to be closer to embedded memory than SCM due to scaling and manufactura-

bility issues.

1.4 Resistive-switching RAM—ReRAM/RRAM, including phase-change RAM

ReRAM is considered a favorable candidate for SCM because of its simple metal/insulator/metal (MIM)

cell structure [15] with excellent scalability [16], low power consumption [17], fast access time [18], and

sufficient program/erase endurance [19]. ReRAM utilizes the resistive-switching (RS) phenomenon of

a non-volatile resistance change driven by the applied voltage, which is present in a broad range of

materials such as oxides, nitrides and chalcogenides, and these could be amorphous, polycrystalline,

or single crystalline [5, 15]. The RS in ReRAM cells (also called memristors) can be area-dependent,

governed by the interface-limited switching mechanism related to the electron (de)trapping and/or field-

induced Schottky barrier modulation [20], or localized, governed by the filamentary mechanism where

the switching between low and high resistance states (LRS, HRS) is maintained by the formation (SET)

and rupture (RESET) of the conductive filaments inside the switching matrix (typically an oxide or a

chalcogenide) [21]. Most of the studied ReRAM systems fall into the filamentary group, and can be

further classified into these sub-categories: electrochemical metallization (ECM, also called conductive-

bridge RAM (CB-RAM)) where the active electrode material (such as Ag) forms the filament in the

solid electrolyte [22], valence change mechanism (VCM) where the filament is created by bridging oxygen

vacancies typically in the transition metal oxide [23], and thermochemical mechanism (TCM, sometimes

called fuse-antifuse) where the stoichiometry of the oxide is altered by the current-induced joule-heating

effect [24].

Although Phase-change memories (PCRAM, PRAM, PCM) are usually represented as a standalone

NVM group, they can be considered a ReRAM family relative due to the similarities in structure (MIM)

and unipolar resistive switching (URS) characteristics which resemble those of TCM. A pioneering high

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) study [25] revealed that the oxygen vacancy-

rich TiO2−x filament in a strictly-TCM unipolar Pt/TiO2/Pt cell actually shows different TiO2 phases

(Magnéli phases). However, for PCM the URS mechanism is triggered by a temperature-induced change

between a crystalline and an amorphous phases happening in chalcogenides (dedicated tellurides and

selenides) under external (unipolar) bias [21]. The technology is thoroughly reviewed in [26, 27] and

several integrated array demonstrations are referenced in chapter 1.4.2. As the local temperature of the

selected cell during the RESET operation is raised above ∼ 600◦C in order to melt the chalcogenide [28],

concerns for high-density scaling beyond 20 nm node have been raised due to possible thermal disturbance

of neighboring cells. In spite of that, the research in the area is still active [29].

ECM and VCM types typically operate in a bipolar resistive switching (BRS) mode, while for the

TCM and PCM, both the SET and RESET operations take place under the same bias polarity (unipolar

- URS). Filamentary ReRAMs typically require an initiation procedure termed Forming, which is basically

a soft dielectric breakdown and often requires higher voltage then subsequent SET operations [21]. To

gain more insights into ReRAM, we recommend to readers several recent review papers on the topic

[15, 20–22,26, 30–33].

1.4.1 Selectivity

In a densely packed crossbar (cross-point) ReRAM array, access to arbitrary bits for accurate reading or

low-power writing requires a strong non-linearity (NL, typically defined as NL = I(VREAD)/I(VREAD/2))

in the IV characteristics, so that the currents passing through the selected (addressed) devices greatly

exceed the residual leakage through the non-selected devices (so called sneak current issue, Figure 1(b)) [4].
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Figure 2 (Color online) ReRAM cell schemes utilizing different types of selection devices. (a) MOSFET; (b) bipolar

junction transistor; (c) two complementary (anti-serially) connected RS elements; (d) diode; (e) bipolar non-linear selector

(bipolar diode). WL and BL stands for wordline and bitline.

Therefore, an extra selection device (selector) connected to every cell in series is required for a passive

crossbar ReRAM array (Figure 2). One MOSFET-one resistor (1T1R) [34] and one bipolar junction

transistor-one resistor (1BJT1R) [35] are undesirable for a high-density SCM CBAs as the additional

space required for the transistor as well as the more complicated, high-temperature fabrication process

which is unsuitable for back-end-of-line (BEOL) processes. These designs are more suitable for a low

latency, high speed embedded memory operation [36]. Although complementary resistive switching (CRS)

comprises two BRS cells in an anti-series connection to maintain a size of 4F 2, it inherently serves a

penalty with a destructive READ [37]. A diode used as a selector—1D1R [38] works well for the unipolar

memories (TCM or PCM), but for the BRS ReRAM, a bipolar non-linear selector (sometimes called

bipolar diode)—1S1R [39] is required.

A comprehensive review on different types of selection devices ranging from conventional silicon-based

semiconductor devices, to oxide semiconductors, threshold switch devices, oxide tunnel barriers, and

devices based on mixed ionic-electronic conduction, with respect to circuit-level array considerations was

recently published by Burr et al. [4]. Authors point out that the selector’s properties should not limit the

overall memory chip performance and reliability, and its characteristics, such as switching speed, cycling

endurance, array yield, and variability should be as good as, or better, than the corresponding properties

of the memory element. Another work [40] addressing the selector requirements for 1S1R ReRAM arrays

confirms these findings stating that the read margin depends closely on the NL of the selector, and

increasing array size demands high values of not only selector ON/OFF ratio, but also its ON-current

density. As the integration of a selector with the desired characteristics into the densely packed memory

array might become challenging, these studies agree that a promising technological pathway is to engineer

sufficient NL into the ReRAM cell itself, resulting in a so called self-rectifying or selector-less ReRAM

cell, leading to selector-less (1R) arrays.

1.4.2 Planar (2D) CBA

Integration into planar (2D) CBA was the first big step for ReRAM towards practical applications.

Early CBA demonstrations featured 1T1R cell designs as the fabrication typically utilized an existing

Flash/DRAM infrastructure: TiON/SiO2-based cell placed at the transistors drain contact [41], Ti/HfO2-

based cell fabricated above the drain contact [42], TaOx-based cell fabricated between tungsten metal

plugs [43], or a note-worthy design with a Ni/HfO2/Si(n+) cell above the vertical gate-all-around nano-

pillar transistor with 4F 2 area footprint [44].

Later on, some 1T1R designs evolved into embedded memory products for the niche market, where a

first commercial ReRAM product became available as a microcontroller with a 64 kB embedded TaOx-

based [45] ReRAM by Panasonic (MN101LR05D), made in a 180 nm CMOS process. Soon after, it was

followed by a 128 kb Ag/GeS2-based CB-RAM for embedded applications made by Adesto Technologies

(RM24EP128KS) in a 130 nm CMOS process. After these successful demonstrations, in 2014 Micron

with Sony announced a 16 Gb Cu-based CB-RAM in a 1T1R design—fabricated with the help of existing

27 nm DRAM infrastructure with 6F 2 footprint and showing excellent 180 MB/s write and 900 MB/s
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Figure 3 (Color online) (a) TEM image of the two neighboring TiOx/Ta2O5 ReRAM cells from Hynix integrated in

the 54-nm process. (b) Two kinds of RS behavior were found in this ReRAM device, where Type I is an interface-limited

mechanism of electronic nature, while Type II is an ionic movement, filamentary mechanism. Reproduced, with permission,

from [61]. Copyright 2012, IEEE.

read performance [46].

For the 3D SCM, however, a transistor-less selector would be necessary, as envisioned by Intel in their

IEDM work back in 2009 [47], where they demonstrated stackable PCM integrated with ovonic threshold

selector above the logic in a 90 nm CMOS process. In general, diodes seemed to be a technologically

more matured choice for an integrated selector early on, and, as these can be combined only with a

URS RS element [48], PCM was also the choice for Samsung’s CBA. Already in 2011 they had reported

scaling their 1D1R PRAM technology to 20 nm node [49] and its subsequent integration into 8 Gb 4F 2

CBA with 133 MB/s write performance [50]. Although this work demonstrated probably the highest

reported ReRAM/PCM lateral integration density (cell area of 41 nm2) so far, the diodes used are epi-Si-

based which means incompatible with the 3D SCM application, like previously mentioned 1T1R or other

epi-Si-based 1D1R ReRAMs [48]. Other approaches involve an oxide-based p-n diode [51], modulation

of the Schottky barrier at the metal/oxide interface [52], selecting an appropriate combination of top

and bottom electrodes in the MIM structure [53], low-temperature amorphous Si-based [54] or poly Si-

based selector [55], threshold selector based on insulator-metal transition (IMT) [56] or multi-layer tunnel

selector [57]. An example of a working 32× 32 1D1R CBA where both Schottky diode and URS ReRAM

were based on TiO2 was reported by G.H. Kim et al. [58].

Progress in the field of bipolar selector devices allowed for the exploitation of true 1S1R ReRAM arrays.

In IEDM 2011 we have presented a pioneering work [59] demonstrating an 8 × 8 Ni/TiO2/Ni/HfO2/Pt

1S1R array fabricated at room temperature on a flexible substrate, showing superior read margin, en-

durance, immunity to read/program disturbs, retention, and scalability. At VLSI 2012, Hynix has shown

two studies focusing on selector-less design. One has shown a prototype 1 kB CBA with 10 nm thick

NbxOy-based self-selecting (1R) ReRAM with a projected area scalability down to 10x10 nm2 by combin-

ing a threshold switching element with ReRAM [60]. The other was on TiOx/Ta2O5-based self-rectifying

ReRAM integrated into a 4F 2 selector-less 2 Mb CBA test chip using 54 nm technology (Figure 3(a)) [61].

Interestingly, this cell has shown both interface-limited and filamentary switching mechanisms (Fig-

ure 3(b)). The interface-limited mechanism was ascribed to the electron trapping/detrapping at the

TiOx/Ta2O5 interface, required slightly higher voltage but could switch at lower operation currents and

its speed was slower, but still below 100 ns. Two years later, Hynix announced successful integration of

5X-nm cells in a test array on 300 mm wafers [62]. The cells were 1S1R with Ta2O5/TiOx-based ReRAM

and NbO2-based selector and featured sub-50 µA switching current. Meanwhile, related researchers from

Pohang Univ. proposed a promising selector-less ReRAM with multilayer non-linear HfO2/TiO2/TiOx

cells integrated into a 1 kB test array [63]. Crossbar Inc. has recently announced a 4 Mb passive CBA in-

tegrated with a novel field assisted superlinear threshold (FAST) bipolar selector which shows impressive

performance as a selector device but its fabrication details were not disclosed [64]. Tremendous research

efforts dedicated to ReRAM CBA paved the way for their implementation in true 3D designs, which we

review in chapter 2.1.
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Figure 4 (Color online) Schematics of different 3D ReRAM designs. (a) Stacked horizontal ReRAM (H-RRAM); (b)

vertical ReRAM (V-RRAM) with odd/even wordline and (c) V-RRAM with plane wordline. The memory cell in (b) and

(c) is defined on the sidewall between the horizontal word line and the vertical pillar bitline. Reproduced, with permission,

from [40]. Copyright 2013, IEEE.

2 Three-dimensional ReRAM as future storage class memory

The most promising way for an adoption of ReRAM as a feasible SCM technology is to utilize the

existing process infrastructure developed for DRAM or NAND Flash, in particular for a V-NAND. In

other words, only 3D integration would allow for the full exploitation of ultimate ReRAM scalability

and provide for high-density SCM. A comprehensive review paper dealing with circuitry, integration, and

material properties of the 2D and 3D ReRAM arrays was recently published by Seok et al. [65], where

the authors emphasize that although the 3D ReRAM arrays will benefit from shorter interconnect lines

with lower resistance as compared to 2D arrays, stacking additional layers in a vertical direction leads

to a largely increased peripheral circuit overhead, which will at some point undermine the merit of cell

area saving by 3D stacking. Also, the sneak current issue becomes more serious in the 3D ReRAM array

due to an increased number of possible leakage paths, therefore the considerations for the adoption of

different selectors and various voltage biasing schemes have critical correlations. In general, 3D ReRAM

devices can be integrated in two types of architectures [26, 65–68]:

3D stacked horizontal ReRAM (H-RRAM) [40], which utilizes stacked 2D CBA so the storage

density can be increased by increasing the number of stacked layers [26]. This design is also referred to

as 3D cross-point structure, 3D X-point ReRAM [66] or horizontal cross-point architecture (HCPA) [67]

in the literature. The structure is schematically depicted in Figure 4(a).

3D vertical ReRAM (V-RRAM), also referred to as vertical cross-point architecture (VCPA) [67]

which adopts the BiCS [7] concepts of vertical NAND flash memory (V-NAND), where one of the device

electrodes is vertically oriented and multiple devices are fabricated at the sidewall of the vertical electrode

[26]. The designs with odd/even wordline [65,68], and a plane wordline [65,69] are schematically depicted

in Figure 4 (b) and (c), respectively.

In both structures, the device size can be scaled down to 4F 2/n where n is the number of the stacked

layers. Our previous simulations [40] using full-size SPICE circuit models for three 3D architectures

including interconnect resistance/capacitance of different geometry and resistance/capacitance of ReRAM

cells have revealed that H-RRAM can achieve larger array size and shorter RC delay while maintaining

low energy consumption. H-RRAM cell structure, can be manufactured in a same fashion as 2D CBA

using planar deposition techniques such as PVD and can include a BEOL-compatible selector [4]. The

cells are defined and patterned by lithography, which is the only limiting step. With increasing number

of stacked layers, the number of critical lithography masks increases linearly for H-RRAM, making it

much less cost-efficient as compared to V-RRAM, where the number of critical masks and process steps

is relatively independent of the stacking number [26, 64, 65]. The comparisons between V-RRAM and

H-RRAM indicate that the projected cost-per-bit of V-RRAM is only half that of H-RRAM at 32 stacked

layers, as shown in Figure 5 [69]. V-RRAM fabrication, on the other hand, has to overcome several process

challenges, where a deep, high aspect ratio anisotropic etching, and atomic layer deposition (ALD) as

conformal 3D deposition process with a precise thickness control of the switching layer(s), are necessary.

The implementation of self-rectifying or self-selecting cells in the V-RRAM design is essential, as the

integration of selector on the sidewall together with the ReRAM cell would not only compromise lateral
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Figure 5 (Color online) Cost per bit projections with an example of cost breakdowns. With increasing number of stacked

layers, V-RRAM becomes significantly more cost-efficient. Reproduced, with permission, from [69]. Copyright 2014, IEEE.

scaling, but a conductive electrode inside the sidewall cell stack would create a short between neighboring

cells, hence it would have to be etched away, which is almost impossible in the vertical design [68]. As the

processes for 3D vertical NAND flash fabrication are being adopted by major memory manufacturers, we

can expect that V-RRAM designs compatible with V-NAND infrastructure will be favorable in the “lab

to fab” race over other V-RRAM designs.

2.1 Recent progress in the field of 3D horizontally stacked ReRAM (H-RRAM)

The aforementioned technological lead of simpler H-RRAM design (stacked CBA) over more challenging

V-RRAM can be illustrated on the case of 2007 International Electron Devices Meeting. On the same

conference where Toshiba announced the revolutionary BiCS design [7] for future V-NAND (and possibly

V-RRAM), Samsung already demonstrated the (probably) first H-RRAM array [51]. It was a room

temperature-processed H-RRAM array of only 8 × 8 1D1R cells utilizing a p-CuOx/n-InZnOx oxide

diode and URS Ti-doped NiO ReRAM integrated in a double-stack (2-layer) structure with shared bit

line, just like the one shown in Figure 4(a).

In 2010, Unity Semiconductor displayed its 64 Mb test chip built by 130 nm technology with 4 stacked

memory layers of 1R CBA [70]. The selector-less design was achieved by employing ReRAM cells made of

a transition metal oxide bilayer (materials not revealed) where thinner oxide acts as a tunneling barrier

and thicker was more conducting [71]. The switching mechanism was interface-limited, with sufficient

NL and ∼ µA programming currents. Due to a rather small memory window the readings were not

completely error-free and the cell size was bigger than 4F 2.

In 2012, Panasonic have demonstrated a TaOx-based 1S1R 8 Mb two-layer H-RRAM using 180 nm

process, which was probably an evolved version of its previously mentioned 1T1R ReRAM. The write

throughput of 443 MB/s was achieved at 8.2 ns pulse width, with implemented error checking (ECC) [72].

The all-important selector element is only described as a bi-directional diode.

A year later, Sandisk and Toshiba developed a 32 Gb two-layer H-RRAM test chip using 24 nm

technology [73]. Employed ReRAM is described as metal-oxide based with a diode selector. The array

control circuit, sense amplifier, page buffer and voltage regulator drivers are all placed under the array,

which improves its area efficiency. This circuit organization as well as higher integration density are

claimed as the main advantages of this prototype over Panasonics one.

In the middle of 2015, Intel and Micron announced through their press release [74] to have samples

of a 128 Gbit 1S1R H-RRAM (trademarked as 3D XPoint) ready by the end of 2015 with commercial

shipments in 2016. No more details were known about the technology during the writing of this article.

The final work we would like to mention in the field of H-RRAM is from 2014 IEDM by Nat’l Tsing

Hua Univ. and TSMC [75] revealing a novel 3D interweaved 1R cross-point array demonstrated in 28 nm

CMOS Cu BEOL process. Selector-less design is achieved by implementing non-linear TaOx ReRAM

cells which are layered between a metal and a via, which is placed at the center of two adjacent metal
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Figure 6 (Color online) (a) Twin-bit ReRAM cross-point array. Each ReRAM is selected by interweaved WLs and BLs.

(b) TEM picture of twin-bit RRAMs in the bottom layer, suggesting that this 3D array can be placed on top of its peripheral

circuit, achieving 100% array efficiency. (c) Top-view layout of a 3D interweaved CBA. The unit cell contains only half a

via, leading to a compact cell of 70 nm× 100 nm. Reproduced, with permission, from [75]. Copyright 2014, IEEE.

bitlines (Figure 6). The ReRAM is filamentary with a rather large RESET current in ∼ mA range but its

large memory window (103) and asymmetric IV should allow for a 1 Mb 1R array to be feasible, aimed

for embedded NVM applications.

2.2 Recent progress in the field of 3D vertical ReRAM (V-RRAM)

There are two main reasons why V-RRAM seems an inevitable technology for future 3D SCM. First, it

promises a more cost-effective way to fabricate high density 3D SCM than H-RRAM, as every stacked

layer of H-RRAM requires additional lithography mask. Second, a similar technological infrastructure

for the V-NAND already exists [9] and being utilized for the production of high-end flash memories. At

this stage the V-RRAM is in a less matured stage than H-RRAM due to technologically more challenging

vertical design (Figure 4(c)) employing self-selecting cells. The thickness of all the layers forming the

vertical ReRAM cell has to be precisely controlled, not to increase total area footprint on the chip [67].

3D deposition conformity is the key, as the thickness control has to be maintained in all X , Y and

Z directions to minimize the cell-to-cell and layer-to-layer variability. So far, ALD is the only mass-

production compatible deposition technique to offer this kind of tight deposition process control [64].

However, compared to physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques, stoichiometry control and defect

engineering—so essential for ReRAM, are more challenging with ALD due to its very nature of near-

stoichiometric deposition. Self-rectifying ReRAM cells, which provide sufficient NL to suppress the sneak

currents without the need for an additional selector, are necessary for the vertical cell design. It seems

that the utilization of the interface-limited (area dependent) RS mechanisms—often non-filamentary, can

provide for such a non-linear characteristics, as shown later. In this chapter, we review the work on

ReRAM cell designs suitable for V-RRAM utilizing filamentary as well as non-filamentary mechanisms.

2.2.1 Filamentary-based V-RRAM cell designs

In the work published by Macronix at 2012 VLSI Symposium [76], established electrode materials W

and TiN has been utilized but, interestingly, only simple thermal oxidation approach was used to create

a two-layer W/WOx/TiN ReRAM cell on the vertical sidewall of 10 nm thick W (Figure 7(a)). The

switching characteristics were linear, of typical filamentary nature (Figure 7(b)) with a rather limited

endurance in this case (Figure 7(c)). This work is a good illustration on how manufacturers are trying

to utilize the existing infrastructure.

An improved approach has been taken by the researchers from Stanford University, where first results

were published in the 2012 IEDM [77]. A two-layer 3D vertical ReRAM was manufactured on the sidewall

of the etched trench, where Pt was used as a horizontal electrode and 5 nm HfOx was deposited by ALD

(Figure 8(c)). The trench was then filled by reactively sputtered TiN with certain oxygen partial pressure

to form a TiON interfacial layer. This layer was responsible for the suppression of the RESET current

down to 50 µA and a weak non-linearity of the LRS (NL ∼ 4). These two attributes were claimed sufficient
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Figure 7 (Color online) (a) STEM cross-section view of the self-aligned WOx side-wall ReRAM cells. (b) DC I-V BRS

loops for top and bottom cells with 100 µA current compliance (CC). (c) Cycling endurance for top and bottom cells.

Reproduced, with permission, from [76]. Copyright 2012, IEEE.

Figure 8 (Color online) (a) DC-IV BRS loops of the single vs top/bottom cells of the TiN/HfOx/Pt V-RRAM cell from

(c), with a current compliance (CC) of 50 µA . (b) Pulsed endurance of the same cell up to 108 cycles. (a) and (b) adapted

with permission from [78]. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society. (c) TEM of the fabricated two-layer V-RRAM

with 5 nm thick HfOx and 25 nm thick Pt. The trench profile is improved as compared to [77], yet it is not ideal. (d)

HRTEM of the scaled 5 nm horizontal Pt electrode. (c) and (d) reproduced, with permission, from [80]. Copyright 2014,

IEEE.

for a Mb-scale selector-less V-RRAM array, using SPICE simulation. Besides a low switching current (for

a typical filamentary ReRAM), this V-RRAM cell exhibited numerous excellent properties like ∼ 50 ns

switching speed, endurance of > 108 cycles, half-selected read disturbance immunity of > 109 cycles and

retention > 105 s @ 125◦C. The sidewall profile from the original work [78] was later improved but still

was not completely vertical (Figure 8(c)) [79]. In the same work, successful scaling of the Pt horizontal

electrode thickness down to 5 nm was demonstrated (Figure 8(d)) and one year later at IEDM 2014,

Stanford went a step further and replaced the Pt with graphene, to show the ultimate scaling limit of the

horizontal electrode [80]. Presented at the same conference [81] was the investigation of the finite scaling

limit of the HfO2 itself down to 2 nm (not in combination with the previous scaling approaches), which

allowed the forming voltage to be reduced to ∼ 2.8 V from ∼ 4 V necessary for 5 nm HfO2. Another work

from the group dealt with the effect of the improved biasing scheme on the array operation and slightly

improved device-to-device switching uniformity by replacing HfOx with AlOy/HfOx bilayer [82]. For the

successful adoption of this design into an integrated array the horizontal electrode would probably need

to be replaced by a CMOS-compatible material.

The structure published by Tsinghua University in 2014 [83] is a three-layer V-RRAM with cells

deposited on the relatively steep sidewall, again utilizing Pt as a horizontal and also a top electrode

(Figure 9(a)). The work demonstrates uniform filamentary BRS I-V characteristics (Figure 9(a)) with low

forming voltages and big memory window (103), excellent multi-level-cell (MLC) switching characteristics

(Figure 9(b)) and ultra-high pulsing endurance up to 1010 cycles. The ReRAM is an AlOz/Ta2O5−x/TaOy

trilayer fabricated by reactive sputtering which allows for a tight oxygen concentration control but is

unsuitable for V-RRAM with higher layer numbers. In addition, the LRS (level 1) operation current

(RESET) is in the ∼ mA range showing no non-linearity.

The last work mentioned in this chapter is our own contribution [84] on the filamentary V-RRAM where

we have fabricated a two-layer 3D vertical ReRAM with Pt/HfO2/TiN structure. The amorphous RS
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Figure 9 (Color online) (a) The cross-sectional TEM image of vertical AlOz/Ta2O5−x/TaOy ReRAM cells. (b) BRS

DC I-V switching loops of the 3 cells from (a), showing stable behavior, big memory window and forming voltage not much

higher than SET. (c) Resistance distributions of cells in three layers with 4 MLC levels: 1 kΩ, 100 kΩ, 1 MΩ and 10 MΩ.

(d) 1010 switching cycles are demonstrated using 100 ns pulses. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:

Scientific Reports [83], copyright (2014).
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Figure 10 (Color online) (a) Cross-section TEM image of the 2-layer V-RRAM structure showing steep vertical profile.

Active area of both (top and bottom) Pt/HfO2/TiN memory cells is defined between vertically running Pt bitline and the

sidewalls of planar 100 nm thick TiN wordlines. Inset shows the magnification of the 5 nm thick ALD HfO2conformally

deposited on the sidewall of the stacked wordline pillar. (b) Typical BRS DC I-V sweeps of the Pt/HfO2/TiN memory cell

with O3 pre-treatment. LRS current and non-linearity can be controlled by the Set CC. Inset: Reduction of the forming

voltage to only −1.5 V using the O3 pre-treatment. (c) Endurance testing using pulses of 100 ns width with read-out after

series of pulses. The device was operated without prior forming nor DC training.

HfO2 oxide was grown by O3-assisted ALD [85] on the sidewall of SiO2/TiN/SiO2/TiN/SiO2 multilayer

pillar and Pt TE ribbon was deposited on top as a vertical top electrode, as shown in Figure 10(a).

This 3D vertical ReRAM has shown filamentary BRS with excellent switching stability and no memory

retention degradation for over 104s, both at 125◦C. Immunity against read and write interference between

vertically stacked cells was demonstrated during concurrent switching of the adjacent top and bottom

cells. Demonstrated AC pulsing endurance of over 106 with memory window over 10× using 100-ns wide

AC pulses was also shown. Compared to the similar, reversed structure from Stanford [77] reviewed

above, we have achieved several significant improvements by employing TiN as the bottom electrode.

First, we have achieved a steep vertical profile of the pillar sidewall due to a CMOS-compatible TiN dry
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etching process. Second, during O3 pre-treatment applied in-situ prior to HfO2 ALD, a TiOxNy layer

serving as VO reservoir was formed at the HfO2/TiN bottom interface leading to the significant forming

voltage reduction (inset of Figure 10(b)). Most importantly, this value was so close to the actual SET

voltage that the AC pulsed operation was forming-free due to the fact that SET pulse amplitude typically

has to be larger than the DC SET voltage (Figure 10(c)). Third, the LRS non-linearity (so important

for 1R arrays) of the ReRAM cells with TiOxNy layer could be tuned by the current compliance (CC,

Figure 10(b)), with the highest NL ∼ 8 for CC = 300 µA. Chen et al. [77] claim that ∼ Mb size 1R

V-RRAM array is feasible using their reversed structure with lower NL ∼ 4. While ultra-fast switching

speed using only 10-ns wide pulses was also possible, the endurance was limited due to the current

overshoot as higher pulse amplitudes had to be used [86, 87]. It can be expected that, if integrated in

a practical array, row/column selection transistors can suppress these current overshoot spikes [88] and

allow for higher endurance in the ultra-fast switching regime.

2.2.2 V-RRAM cell designs utilizing interface-limited switching mechanism

The fact that the resistive switching mechanism can be either filamentary or interface-limited was rec-

ognized long ago [20]. In some RS systems these two mechanisms were even co-existent in the so called

“virgin”, i.e., pre-forming state, but more attention was dedicated to the filamentary switching as many

MIM stacks, once formed, demonstrated encouraging write/erase endurance, high cycling stability at

nanosecond switching speeds, and long lasting memory retention. Two limiting factors have arisen with

the intended application of these memories into passive CBA. First was the forming itself, often requiring

high forming voltage and current compliance and the second was the linear current-voltage (I-V ) relation

of the LRS caused by the ohmic character of the conductive filament. People started looking for ways to

engineer the sufficient NL into filamentary devices, often by stacking two or more switching materials [89].

Many succeeded, often looking at the RS which was forming-free and the HRS/LRS resistances were de-

vice area dependent, with pronounced non-linearity of the I-V curves. The exact mechanisms are very

device-specific. Some of these approaches turned out to be very promising for V-RRAM arrays where self-

selecting and forming-free ReRAM cells would be necessary. In this chapter we review several important

works studies the topic.

In 2009, Samsung has demonstrated a V-RRAM cell with W, 10 nm thick CVD NiO, and CVD Ru as

horizontal electrode, RS layer and a vertical electrode, respectively [67]. This typical filamentary ReRAM

cell showing both BRS and URS based on the biasing scheme, with very high (∼ mA) programming cur-

rents and no NL was an early proof-of-concept. Two years later [66] they have realized V-RRAM cell

with modification of their V-NAND process architecture by developing dedicated ALD/CVD deposition

and wet etching processes. The ReRAM cell was composed of ALD TaOx with a thin oxygen blocking

barrier of undisclosed material, between horizontal W and vertical CVD TiN electrodes (Figure 11(a)).

Poor electrical properties were improved in a later work [90] by replacing TaOx with TMO bilayer. Thin

oxygen barriers were put on both electrode interfaces which lead to a low-current switching regime with

highly increased endurance (Figure 11(b)) and this was ascribed to VO-concentration engineering. Also,

this low-current switching was described by a LRS with NL ∼ 17 and sub-µA programming current

(Figure 11(c)). The switching mechanism in LRS was found to be mediated by Poole-Frenkel emission,

pointing to an electronic (non-filamentary) switching, although not discussed in original report in partic-

ular. All the materials were undisclosed so we can only conclude that Samsung, as a V-NAND pioneer

with developed infrastructure, is seriously involved in V-RRAM research.

At IEDM 2013, Imec has unveiled [91] a novel self-compliant and self-rectifying RS memory cell,

termed vacancy-modulated conductive oxide resistive RAM (VMCO-RRAM). Although the device was

not demonstrated in the 3D configuration, the active stack is fully implemented with ALD processes

(Figure 12(a)). The cell features a SET current density of ∼ 5 nA/nm2 (< 9 µA for a 40 nm size cell),

high ON-state half-bias NL of 102 and low RESET current density of < 0.6 nA/nm2 (< 1 µA for a 40

nm size cell), as shown in Figure 12(b). The switching currents are area-scalable (Figure 12(c)) and an

ultra-fast 10 ns switching was achieved using ±4 V pulses, with memory window of > 100× and retention
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Figure 11 (Color online) (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of W/TaOx + barrier/TiN V-RRAM unit cell. Reproduced,

with permission, from [66]. Copyright 2011, IEEE. (b) Pulse cycling endurance of the three different cells with improved

Vo engineering, for 107 pulse cycles. (c) BRS DC I-V curves before and after 107 pulse cycles, showing no degradation.

(b) and (c) reproduced, with permission, from [90]. Copyright 2012, IEEE.

(a)

(b)

(c)                                     (d)

Figure 12 (Color online) (a) Cross-section TEM image of the Imec’s bi-layer ReRAM cell. (b) BRS DC I-V loops, for a 40

nm size cell. The grey sweeps are raw data; the dashed black curve is the 1st (virgin device) sweep. The red curves show the

average DC behavior, yielding a programming current ratio (write NL) of about 100 at 1/2 bias. (c) Resistances in the ON-

and OFF-states (read-out at 1 V), showing area scaling (1:1 slope), for cells operated with identical SET/RESET conditions.

(d) Schematics of the switching model: a defect (VO) profile is induced throughout the whole cell volume, peaking at the

top side. The vacancies are then moved back and forth under external bias/field. Schematic band diagrams at read-out:

the OFF-/initial states are given by the whole tunnel barrier layer and part of the VO-depleted VMCO layer, while the

ON-state resistance is given by most of the tunnel barrier layer. Reproduced, with permission, from [91]. Copyright 2013,

IEEE.

about 106 s at 125◦C. The switching mechanism was explained as Al2O3 tunnel barrier modulation by

field assisted VO movement under an applied bias, influencing the defect-assisted electronic transport

(Figure 12(d)).

Researchers from ITRI later published a bi-layer ReRAM cell design with Ta/TaOx/HfOx/TiN struc-

ture [92]. If the SET CC was kept sufficiently low, the cell exhibited BRS with DC I-V curves (Fig-

ure 13(a)) noticeably resembling the above mentioned Imec’s Al2O3/TiO2 bilayer (Figure 12). This

switching was also area-dependent with an order of magnitude higher SET current density of∼ 100 nA/cm2
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(a)                                                 (b)

(c)                                                      (d)

Figure 13 (Color online) (a) BRS DC I-V loops of the Ta/TaOx/HfOx/TiN bi-layer ReRAM showing non-filamentary

RS mechanism for CC < 30 µA. (b) Area-dependent RS in the low CC regime (JSET ∼ 102 nA/cm2). (c) DC sweep cycling

endurance of 103 times for the 1 µA SET CC. (d) The schematic diagram of the device and the proposed RS mechanism

sketch—increased amount of VO defects in the HfOx at the LRS. Reproduced, with permission, from [92]. Copyright 2014,

IEEE.

(Figure 13(b)). The stability of this BRS was shown by 103 DC I-V cycles (Figure 13(c)), no pulsed

measurements were performed. Authors also proposed that this RS mechanism can be related to the

higher amount of VO present in the HfOx in the LRS, which goes in line with Imec’s interpretation of

the tunneling barrier modulation by VO drift under the external bias. Here the thin 4 nm TaOx (with its

Ta oxygen scavenging layer) could act as a VO reservoir and the 4 nm HfOx as a modulated barrier (see

Figures 12(d) and 13(d)). The device was not demonstrated in the 3D configuration but as the HfOx layer

was grown by ALD and the TaOx layer was plasma-oxidized, the structure should be 3D-compatible.

Team from the Seoul Nat’l Univ. has recently developed a Pt/Ta2O5/HfO2−x/TiOx/Ti ReRAM

cell [93], where the BRS mechanism in the cell operation voltage range is of electronic, instead of ionic

nature. The BRS DC I-V curve is shown in Figure 14(a). The ReRAM cell is forming-free, self-

rectifying, shows a pronounced memory window and low switching currents, while the rectifying ratio

(RR = forward/reverse current in LRS) as well as the memory window up to ∼ 106 are achievable. The

HRS current was area-dependent while LRS current was saturated around ∼ µA value, making the cell

self-compliant. The data retention was extrapolated from the measurements at elevated temperatures

to be ≈ 1 year at the room temperature (Figure 14(b)). The switching mechanism was explained as

follows: Positive bias on the Pt top electrode induces carrier injection from the bottom electrode and

subsequent charge trapping in the oxygen-deficient HfO2, which is getting gradually more conductive as

more traps are getting filled with electrons. The carrier scattering in bulk Ta2O5 played the role of a

series resistor under positive bias. RESET happened under the negative bias, where the electrons from

HfOx were de-trapped but the current flow from the top electrode was suppressed by the Schottky barrier

at the Pt/Ta2O5 interface, leading to a favorable self-rectifying behavior. Compared to their previous

work [94], the performance of the cell was significantly improved by replacing TiN bottom electrode with

Ti. During subsequent HfO2 deposition on Ti by O3-assisted ALD, a TiOx interfacial layer was in-situ

formed creating a favorable VO profile for a more efficient carrier injection and charge trapping.

The most important implication is that the resistance of the LRS given by the amount of injected

charge can now be effectively controlled by the applied CC. By selecting appropriate external resistance

(10 MΩ) connected in parallel to the ReRAM cell, a 3-bit MLC behavior with 8 different states (7 LRS
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(a)                                                          (b)

(c)

Figure 14 (Color online) (a) BRS DC I–V curves of the Pt/Ta2O5/HfO2−x/TiOx/Ti ReRAM (inset shows an AFM

image of memory cell in CBA geometry with an area of 4 µm2. (b) Retention data of the most ON-current (LRS) and

OFF-current (HRS) at temperatures in the 125–200◦C range up to 104 s. Inset of (b) shows the retention time versus 1/kT

graph (time-failure graph), estimated retention was ≈ 1 year. (c) MLC performance - distribution of eight levels achieved by

different SET CC with the external resistance Rext of 10 MΩ. Upper left inset figure of (c) shows standard deviation value

of Rmemory and Rtotal = (R−1
memory + R

−1
ext)

−1. Upper right inset figure of (c) shows the distribution of resistance values

of discrete seven ON-states at the region of read voltage between 1.0 and 3.5 V. Reproduced with permission from [93].

Copyright 2015, John Wiley and Sons.

and 1 HRS) was demonstrated, as shown in Figure 14(c). Although this ReRAM was not fabricated

in the 3D configuration, the RS oxides were deposited by ALD which makes it a favorable V-RRAM

candidate.

The characterization of the cell in the pulsed regime is yet to be shown. Even the filamentary ReRAM

cells, which rely on the ultra-fast formation and rupture of a nanoscale filament, typically require slightly

higher voltages in the AC regime as compared to DC I-V sweeps. Therefore the question remains as to

how fast and under what voltage this kind of electronic switching can operate in this promising, novel

ReRAM cell.

The last work reviewed in this article is our own contribution. In 2013 VLSI we have reported a

room-temperature, sputter-fabricated, forming-free and self-rectifying bi-layer based Ta/TaOx/TiO2/Ti

BRS ReRAM cell with a RR of 105 and ultra-high endurance of over 1012 AC pulsed cycles [95]. Later

we have integrated this device into a 3D vertical ReRAM structure [96, 97] where the Ta was used as

a vertical bitline of different line widths and the TaOx/TiO2 bilayer was deposited on the sidewall of

a SiO2/Ti/SiO2/Ti/SiO2 multi-layer pillar. The top and bottom cells were formed on the side of the

100 nm thick Ti wordlines, as shown in the TEM cross-section in Figure 15(a). A more detailed picture of

the cell showing each layer can be seen in Figure 15 (b) and (c). The DC BRS I-V curves of the adjacent

top and bottom cells V-RRAM cells of 2 µm× 100 nm size are plotted in Figure 15(d), displaying almost

identical behavior. The cells are SET by a positive bias without any obvious transition, as the current

flow from the bottom electrode is suppressed by the barrier at the TaOx/TiO2 interface. The memory

window of the cell can be read at the negative polarity (typically ∼ −2.0 V) and the cell can be RESET by

even higher negative voltage, showing repeatable MLC capability [97]. This kind of BRS is device area-

dependent, showing forming-free and self-compliant character. We have explained this behavior as the

modulation of the barrier width of the TaOx dielectric by the VO movement under the applied bias [98],

termed homogeneous barrier modulation mechanism [97]. The retention time is over 104 s under standard

voltage conditions (Figure 16(a)). Ultra-high endurance was confirmed on the 3D vertical ReRAM device

(Figure 16(b)).
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Figure 15 (Color online) (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of the 3D two-layer V-RRAM, showing a steep sidewall profile.

(b) and (c) Zoom-in on the top and bottom unit cells with Ta/TaOx/TiO2/Ti MIIM structure. The thicknesses of TiO2

and TaOx on the vertical sidewalls are 40 nm and 20 nm, respectively. (d) BRS DC I–V curves of both top and bottom

cell of the Ta/TaOx/TiO2/Ti 3D vertical ReRAM (positive SET showing no change in the I-V , negative RESET sweep

shows memory window). The effective device area at the vertical sidewall is 0.2 µm2. The device demonstrates a sub-µA

operating current and RR of 103 at ±2 V. Reproduced, with permission, from [96]. Copyright 2013, IEEE.

Figure 16 (Color online) (a) Retention over 104 s was recorded for both top and bottom cells. (b) Typical pulse endurance

of 1010 cycles achieved using SET and RESET pulses of 1 µs at ±6 V and a read voltage of −2 V at room temperature. (a)

and (b) reproduced, with permission, from [96]. Copyright 2013, IEEE. (c) BRS DC I-V of the planar Ta/TaOx/TiO2/TiN

ReRAM stack—not showing memory window (full red symbols) after replacing Ti with TiN bottom electrode. With an

additional sputtered 5 nm TiOx interfacial layer, the window was restored (open black symbols). (d) Measurements on the

MIM structures with Pt top electrode revealed a higher Schottky barrier of the TiO2/TiN interface as compared to that in

quasi-ohmic TiO2/TiOx/TiN.

To enable wordline thickness scaling and to prevent oxidation issues, the Ti bottom electrode needs

to be replaced by a more oxidation-resistant, VLSI technology standard TiN. We have found that such

a Ta/TaOx/TiO2/TiN ReRAM shows very small memory window (Figure 16(c)), due to a significant

portion of the voltage dropped on the bottom TiO2/TiN interface which shows a Schottky barrier height of

0.6 eV (Figure 16(d)). By sputtering an additional 5 nm thick TiOx on the bottom interface the contact

character had turned quasi-ohmic, re-enabling an effective SET procedure (sufficient voltage drop on

TaOx) [99]. Meanwhile we have also demonstrated an addressable switching in a simple 6×6 selector-less

CBA using planar shadow-mask devices, as a proof-of-concept that these self-rectifying devices can be

integrated in 1R array [100].

The demonstrated V-RRAM device design allows for a high self-rectifying ratio at a low operating

current, negligible cycling variation, forming-free and self-compliance characteristics, and an extremely

high endurance, capable of realizing working memory applications. The only drawback was the fabrication
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Figure 17 (Color online) (a) Fifty BRS DC I-V loops and (b) related HRS/LRS readings at −2.0 V of the planar Ta/15

nm sputt. TaOx/10 nm PE-ALD TiO2/ TiN ReRAM cell. (c) Current density scaling with thickness of PE-ALD TiO2.

method by sputtering, unsuitable for the high-density V-RRAM SCM, as mentioned already in this article.

Therefore, our current efforts are aiming for the fabrication of the RS oxide bi-layer by ALD. First, we

have investigated the optimal deposition parameters for a successful replacement and scaling of the TiO2

layer.

We have found that by using O2-plasma enhanced ALD (PE-ALD) we were able to achieve a quasi-

ohmic interface with a TiN bottom electrode in-situ, and the thickness of TiO2 can be scaled from 30 nm

(sputtered layer) to below 10 nm by employing PE-ALD for TiO2 growth. Figure 17(a) shows fifty BRS

DC I-V loops for the planar Ta/TaOx/ TiO2/TiN ReRAM cell with 15 nm of sputtered TaOx and 10

nm thick PE-ALD TiO2. Cumulative probability distribution of the current read @ −2.0 V during 50

BRS DC I-V cycles is shown in Figure 17(b). The current level of the ReRAM cell can be scaled by the

TiO2 thickness, as shown for the range of 8–15 nm in Figure 17(c). This research is currently in progress

and we believe it might be of particular interest for the ReRAM and ALD communities. The results on

all-ALD grown V-RRAM cells, including broader investigation of the scaling limits and tuning of the RS

characteristics by PE-ALD parameters according to the desired target ReRAM cell characteristics and

applications, will be published in a dedicated publication.

3 Summary and outlook

ReRAM represents a family of different device configurations employing a wide variety of materials. A

decade of active research efforts lead to an increased overall understanding of the resistive-switching

phenomena and related physical mechanisms. It is becoming clear that although some family members

are more promising than the others, there will probably be no single winner and different designs will

evolve according to application-specific needs. This goes hand-in-hand with a still-growing number of filed

patents in the field. One of the major bottlenecks of ReRAM is the reliability, for whose improvement a

tight control of electrons, ions and interfaces in the device would be necessary.

A few years ago ReRAM was being considered as a replacement technology once NAND Flash develop-

ment would stop due to the physical limits below 10 nm node. The opposite is now true, with V-NAND

going commercial and all major players investing in the 3D vertical NAND flash technology for scaling

(this time in vertical direction) to continue for years to come. ReRAM was so far adopted only for a few

niche-market commercial products employing 1T1R ReRAM cells. Such embedded applications might

work as a near-term market enabler for ReRAM, due to a necessity of developing necessary support

circuitry, software, etc.

For ReRAM application as a high density, fast, cheap, and non-volatile storage class memory, transistor-

less cell designs are necessary, with a 3D, BEOL manufacturability of both ReRAM cell and the selector.

First promising cross-bar array designs featured diodes paired with phase-change memory elements—

1D1R cells, soon after followed by demonstrations of 1S1R ReRAM cells employing a bipolar selector

paired with a BRS oxide-ReRAM or CB-RAM. Some of these designs were already demonstrated as a pro-

totypical 3D stacked horizontal ReRAM (H-RRAM) arrays, typically with two stacked layers fabricated
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utilizing existing infrastructure.

For the successful application, the reliability and endurance of both the memory element and the

selector still need to be addressed. It is quite possible that some of these H-RRAM designs will become

commercially available in the near to mid-term future. We do not see this type of memory as a flash

replacement, but more as its add-on, positioned under the DRAM in the memory hierarchy, serving as a

relatively large, fast and non-volatile cache/buffer memory between a storage and the processor, rapidly

improving overall system performance.

However, the number of critical lithography masks increases linearly with each stacked layer in H-

RRAM increasing the cost, so the only way for the ReRAM to offer its numerous advantages over NAND

flash is to follow the 3D vertical technological pathway (V-RRAM), preferably utilizing an existing 3D

vertical NAND flash infrastructure.

The V-RRAM technology is far less mature than its H-RRAM counterpart, and the active research

on the V-RRAM cell design was the main focus of this review article. We emphasize that the first key

point here is the manufacturability of the V-RRAM memory element by atomic layer deposition (ALD)

as the only mass-production compatible deposition technique offering sufficient 3D conformity and layer

thickness control. The second key point essential for V-RRAM is the selector-less (1R) design, achievable

by engineering of a sufficient non-linearity into the ReRAM cell. To fulfill this requirement, many studies

are exploiting self-rectifying cells employing switching mechanisms other than typical filamentary RS,

which makes this field particularly interesting from the scientific point of view.

Further research efforts in this area are being fueled by the newly discovered applications of the ReRAM

(memristor) cells as artificial synapses for neuromorphic computing [98,101–104] or as a cheap alternative

for a Boolean logic circuits [105]. For these applications, high-density 3D memristor arrays with sufficient

control of the device properties would be as well highly beneficial.
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